Backtracking Search Algorithm (BSA) is a younger population-based evolutionary algorithm and widely researched. Due to the introduction of historical population and no guidance toward to the best individual, BSA does not adequately use the information in the current population, which leads to a slow convergence speed and poor exploitation ability of BSA. To address these drawbacks, a novel backtracking search algorithm with reflection mutation based on sine cosine is proposed, named RSCBSA. The best individual found so far is employed to improve convergence speed, while sine and cosine math models are introduced to enhance population diversity. To sufficiently use the information in the historical population and current population, four individuals are selected from the historical or current population randomly to construct an unit simplex, and the center of the unit simplex can enhance exploitation ability of RSCBSA. Comprehensive experimental results and analyses show that RSCBSA is competitive enough with other state-of-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms.
Introduction
There are many global optimization problems in the real world. These problems are characterized by complexity, multimodality, strong-nonlinearity, dynamic change, and non-differentiality. The traditional optimization algorithms do not show satisfactory performance on such optimization problems. Therefore, many scholars have begun developing new methods to effectively solve the optimization problems. Evolutionary algorithms (EA), which are a kind of population-based global optimization algorithm, have been widely used to solve such problems, like function optimization [1] [2] [3] , combinatorial optimization [4] , neural network training [5, 6] , and image processing [7] . At present, many EAs have been proposed, like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [8] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9] , Differential Evolution (DE) [10] , Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) [1] , Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) [11] , Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) [12] and Cultural Algorithms [13] .
Backtracking search algorithm (BSA) is a new population-based heuristic method proposed by Civicioglu for solving real-valued numerical optimization problems [14] . BSA has a simple structure and only one control parameter needs to be set, and its performance is insensitive to the initial value of the control parameter [15, 16] . BSA uses a historical population which records individuals of the previous generation as the search direction matrix. Due to the historical population, BSA can simultaneously use the current population and previous population to improve the diversity of the population. Meanwhile, BSA owns a mutation operator with strong randomness and double crossover mechanism with probability, which leads to its strong global search ability. Hence, BSA is researched widely by many scholars and many variants are proposed. These variants can be divided roughly into four categories. The first category focuses on improving its initialization. Kolawol et al. [17] proposed chaotic-based BSA, in which random generation of the initial population is replaced with chaotic mapping to enhance the disorder of the initial population. To adequately use the search space, Yuan et al. [18] adopted an orthogonal design method rather than random generation. To enhance the diversity of the initial population, Lin [19] and Xu [7] et al. proposed different BSA variants based on opposition learning, in which the initial population and oppositional initial population are produced simultaneously to select the best candidate solution and the jump-out strategy in the opposition learning is added to update population. The main idea of the second category is that crossover and mutation strategy are improved. Zhao et al. [20] proposed an improved BSA algorithm mixing three mutation strategies, to handle the constrained optimization problem. For slow convergence speed at the late stage and poor exploration ability, Wang et al. [21] proposed a BSA variant embedding mutation strategy of DE, which improves convergence speed without adding complexity of the algorithm. Zhao et al. [22] designed an optimal solution-guided BSA, where the algorithm introduces an experience parameter to divide the overall iteration into two stages. At the earlier stage of the iteration, the algorithm adopts the mutation operator of the original BSA, while at the latter of the iteration, the algorithm employs the optimal solution-guided new mutation operator. Tian et al. [23] developed a new mutation strategy, which does not consider the optimal solution-guided information. This algorithm improves mutation operation though decreasing perturbation to strengthen convergence speed of the algorithm. For the drawbacks of slow convergence speed and falling into local optimum, Wang et al. [24] proposed an improved BSA fusing optimal solution-guided mutation strategy and niche technology. Chen et al. [25] proposed an ensemble learning, niche technology, mutation perturbation-based hybrid BSA and it is successfully applied to neural network training. The third category is improved parameter-based variants. BSA has a crossover probability parameter mixrate and an adaptive mutation control parameter F. In [26] , Wang et al. proposed an adaptive parameter F strategy which obeys Maxwell Boltzmann distribution since parameter F value influences the convergence speed of the algorithm. Duan et al. [27] introduced a fitness distance-based adaptive parameter F and mixrate with experience parameters to accelerate convergence speed. Nama et al. [28] used a fitness information-based feedback mechanism to design a more available adaptive parameter F which can vary in [0.45, 1.99] with the change of fitness. Meanwhile, mixrate randomly varied in [0,1] is designed to improve search efficiency of the algorithm. Chen et al. [29] proposed a new adaptive parameter F with experience parameter, which can adaptively reduce with iteration increase of the algorithm, to effectively balance exploration and exploitation of the BSA. Askarzadeh et al. [30] employed burger chaotic mapping to adjust parameter F, but two experience parameters are introduced into the strategy. Shaheen et al. [31] analyzed five different distributions F to impact algorithm performance and select the best available design of F. The fourth category is with the local search mechanisms embedded. To improve local exploitation of BSA and convergence speed, some search mechanisms are embedded into the framework of BSA. A chaotic mapping-based local search is embedded into BSA and combines with another algorithm to solve the hydrothermal generator set problem. Ali et al. [32] added a random walk guided local exploration strategy into BSA after selection-II of BSA, enhancing exploration performance of the algorithm. To solve the displacement flow shop scheduling problem, Lin et al. [33] proposed three different strategies to improve BSA. A new initial generator is constructed to improve the quality of the initial solution. In addition, the selection mechanism accepting a worse solution in the Simulated Annealing (SA) is employed to avoid trapping in local optimum. A local search mechanism randomly inserted is introduced to enhance exploitation ability of BSA. Moreover, due to its flexibility and efficiency, BSA and its variants have been widely applied to a wide range of real-world optimization problems, such as economic dispatch problems [34] , optimal power flow [35] , parameter identification [36, 37] , feature selection [38] , artificial neural network [25] , flow shop scheduling [39] , and nonlinear optimal control problem [40] .
However, BSA still has some drawbacks and its performance needs to be further improved. The first is that only the historical population information is adopted to guide the search and the information in current population is not used sufficiently, which cannot maintain the population diversity efficiently and thus the exploration ability of BSA is weak. The second is that there is no guidance regarding the approach to the current best individual during the evolution process, which leads to slow convergence speed and poor exploitation ability of BSA.
Based on the above discussion, in this paper, an enhancing backtracking search optimization algorithm with reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine, named RSCBSA, is proposed. In RSCBSA, inspired by reflection operation in Nelder-Mead method [41] and Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [42] , a new reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine is developed to address the above-mentioned drawbacks, in which the best solution and sine and cosine math models are introduced to balance exploration and exploitation ability of BSA.
The contributions of the paper are listed as follows:
1.
A new reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine is proposed to balance exploration and exploitation ability of BSA. To improve exploration ability, the best global individual is used to guide search direction, while sine and cosine math functions are used to enhance exploitation ability of BSA. Based on the strategy, a novel backtracking search algorithm with reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine (RSCBSA) is proposed to solve global optimization problems.
2.
In the above strategy, the center of a unit simplex constructed by three individuals selected randomly is employed to enhance diversity of population, since it considers more information of individuals. In addition, in RSCBSA, crossover operator of BSA is replaced with that of DE.
3.
A comprehensive experiment is designed to verity the effectiveness of the proposed RSCBSA. In addition, a new parameter in RSCBSA is analyzed to set suitable values so that the performance of RSCBSA is the best.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the classic BSA. Section 3 presents the detail of RSCBSA, including its constituent RSCBSA variants and its framework. The experimental setting and results are reported and analyzed in Section 4 and Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Backtracking Search Optimization Algorithm
BSA is a young EA which is designed to be a global optimizer. It employs two populations: current population and historical population to search for the optimal solution. As done in other EAs, BSA has simple structure and can be divided into five processes by its functions: initialization, selection-I, mutation, crossover, and selection-II.
Initialization: In the stage, BSA randomly produces the initial population P using Equation (1) .
where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , NP and NP is the number of individuals in population. j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , D and D is the number of dimension of variables. low j and up j are the lower and upper boundaries on the jth variable , respectively. rand is a random number within [0,1]. Selection-I: In the BSA's selection-I stage, the initial historical population oldP is generated randomly using Equation (2) .
Afterwards, at the beginning of each iteration, oldP is redefined by Equation (3). In addition, Equation (4) is used to randomly update the order of the members in oldP.
where p is a random number within [0,1]. permuting function is a random shuffling function. Through Equation (3), BSA assigns a population randomly selected previous generation as the historical population and saves the historical population until it is changed. Mutation and Crossover: Mutation and crossover operators aim at producing a new individual. Equation (5) involving historical population and current population is used to generate a trail individual. Then, crossover operator is performed by Equation (6) . From Equation (6), a binary integer-value map is employed to guide the crossover direction.
where F is a scale factor and it generally takes value of 3 · rand, where rand is a random number between 0 and 1. V i,j is the value of the jth variable for the ith trial individual. Selection-II: In the selection-II stage, BSA adopts a greedy selection mechanism to pick out a new solution P new i . For the minimum problem, if the fitness value of the trial individual V is better than that of the current individual P i , V is selected, as shown in Equation (7);
In the BSA, four above-mentioned processes 2-5 are repeatedly executed until it meets the termination criteria.
The Proposed Algorithm
In this section, the proposed algorithm is described in detail.
Initialization
The initialization stage is similar to that of the origin BSA. The initial population is produced.
where i is the index of individual in population and j is the number of dimension of variables. Rand is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1. Ub and lb are the upper and low boundary of each jth variable, respectively.
Reflection Mutation Strategy Based on Sine Cosine
In the proposed algorithm, reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine is a key operator. Inspired by Nelder-Mead method and SCA, the strategy is proposed. After the operator, a new trial individual is generated to guide the research direction. It is similar to reflection mutation strategy in [43] , but the difference is that sine and cosine math functions are introduced into the proposed strategy. First, four individuals are selected from the current population or historical population randomly to construct a unit simplex. The center of the unit simplex is computed using Equations (9) and (10) .
where a, b and c are the index of three different individuals randomly selected from population to construct a unit simplex. ω 1 , ω 2 and ω 3 are the weights of three vertexes in the unit simplex. X a , X b and X c are three vertexes of the unit simplex. X o is the center of the unit simplex.
Based on the center, the best individual found so far, and sine cosine are introduced into the strategy to balance exploration and exploitation. The best individual provides the better search direction to improve exploration ability of the algorithm, while sine and cosine math models are used to enhance diversity ability and the center of the unit simplex also provides more diversity information. The formulation of the strategy is listed as follows:
where r 1 and r 3 are random number in [0, 1]. r 2 is a random number in [0, 2]. X best,j indicates the jth dimension of the best individual. X m,j is the jth dimension of the m individual randomly selected from population. t is the current iteration and MaxGen is the maximum iteration. a is a perturbation parameter and is usually set to 2.0.
Crossover Operator
To produce better trial individuals, crossover operator is executed. Like the DE, the crossover operator uses two individuals V i (t) and X(t) to generate offspring individual randomly, where V i (t) is generated by the above mutation strategy and X(t) is current individual. The formula of crossover operator is showed as follows:
where j = 1, 2, . . . , D, rand is in [0,1], l is a random integer in [1, D] . CR is crossover probability and is usually set to 0.9.
The Framework of The Proposed Algorithm
Based on above description, the framework of the proposed RSCBSA is similar to that of BSA, but the difference is that mutation and crossover stages are replaced with reflection mutation based on sine cosine and crossover operator. The framework of RSCBSA is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
Framework of the Proposed Algorithm 1 Initiate population size N and maximum number of iterations MaxGen; 2 Initialize the current population P and historical population oldP using Equations (1) and (2), respectively;
3 Compute the fitness value of all individuals in current population P; 4 gen ← 1; 5 while gen < MaxGen do 6 Perform selection-I using Equations (3) and (4) to form the historical population oldP; 7 Find the best individual from the current population; 8 for i=1 to N do do 9 Randomly select four different individuals form historical population oldP or current population P to construct a unit simplex ;
10
Compute the center of the unit simplex using Equation (10); 11 Perform Reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine using Equations (11) and (12) to generate the trial individual V i ;
12
Perform crossover operator using Equation (13); 13 \\ Boundary control mechanism; 19 Evaluate the trial individual V i ; Perform Selection-II using Equation (7) to save the global best individual; 20 end 21 gen ← gen + 1; 22 end 23 Output the best individual
Complex Analysis of The Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is based on the basic BSA framework. Five processes in the algorithm are implemented: initialization, selection-I, reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine, crossover operator, and selection-II, where reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine and crossover operator are the main steps. In the reflection mutation stage, N new individuals are produced, which leads to O(N * D) time complexity, where N is population size and D is the dimension of test problem. Crossover operator needs O(N * D) time complexity for each individual in the trial population. In brief, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N * D).
Experimental Simulations
In this section, the experimental simulation is listed. In Section 4.1, benchmark test suit used in the experiment is described. Then, the parameter setting is stated in Section 4.2.
Benchmark Test Suit
The 23 classical benchmark functions used widely by many researchers are used in the experiment to verify performance of the proposed algorithm. These benchmark functions F1-F23 can be found in [12] . Typically, these functions can be divided into three categories: (1) unimodal benchmark functions, (2) multimodal benchmark functions and (3) fixed-dimension multimodal functions. F1-F7 belong to unimodal benchmark functions, whose dimension are set to 30 to test the convergence performance of search algorithms. F8-F13 are multimodal benchmark functions with several local optimum, whose dimension also are set to 30 to verify the convergence performance and avoidance premature convergence of the proposed algorithm, while the other functions with low-dimension are used to deal with small number of local optima. Their function name, expression, dimension, search range and theoretical optimal value can be found in [12] . All of the algorithms are programmed in "Matlab 2014" and implemented on "Windows 10 64bit" environment on a computer with "Intel Core i5" processor and 8 GB memory.
Parameter Setting
Common parameters of all considered algorithms are set to same size. The maximum number of generations (MaxGen) is equal to 3000. Population size is set to 30. All algorithms are run 30 times independently. The other parameters used in different algorithm are set as follows: 
Experimental Results
In this section, five state-of-the-art algorithms are compared with the proposed algorithm, including DE, PSO, ABC, CA and original BSA, to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm. Statistical results on the three categories test problems are reported in Tables 1, 3 , and 5, respectively, in which the best value, mean value, the worst value and standard deviation obtained by the six algorithms are listed. To have statistically sound conclusions, the Friedman test with Bonferroni-Dunn's procedure is employed to achieve the final ranking of different algorithms on the different type benchmark functions. Moreover, the Wilcoxon's rank-sum test for independent sample at a 0.05 significance level [44] , which is a nonparametric statistical test method, is conducted to judge the significance of the results between two algorithms. Signs "+", "−" and "=" indicate that the corresponding comparative algorithm is worse than, better than, and similar to RSCBSA, respectively. Then, convergence behavior of RSCBSA is analyzed and showed. Finally, parameter a in the reflection mutation based on sine cosine is analyzed by taking different value.
Compared with State-of-the-Art Algorithms
Unimodal Benchmark Problems (F1-F7): From Table 1 , it is seen that the proposed algorithm is superior to other algorithms considered on the unimodal benchmark functions. The PSO obtains the best performance on 1 (F6) test function. ABC obtains the best solution on 1 (F5) test function. However, RSCBSA can perform the best than other algorithms except 2 (F5 and F6) test functions. The reason maybe that the best global individual is employed to strength the exploration ability which leads to that the algorithm can explore more promising area to find the better solution. In addition, the Friedman rank is implemented based on KEEL software [45] , and the results are reported in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , RSCBSA obtains the best place. Multimodal Benchmark Problems (F8-F13): Experiment results are listed in Table 3 on the multimodal test functions. From Table 3 , DE is superior to other five compared algorithms on the 4 (F 8 and F11-F13) benchmark functions. RSCBSA can obtain the best solution on the 3 (F9-F11) benchmark functions, but on the other functions it does not perform well. ABC and BSA outperform RSCBSA on the 3 (F8 and F12-F13) benchmark functions and CA cannot beat BSA on the any benchmark functions except F8. Although RSCBSA can get the best on three benchmark functions, accounting for 50%, RSCBSA only gets the third rank in terms of the Friedman rank, as shown in Table 4 . DE performs the best than other peer competitors and gets the first rank. Fixed-dimension multimodal benchmark functions (F14-F23): For the category of benchmark function, the proposed RSCBSA can obtain the best performance on 7 test functions (F14, F16-F19 and F21-F22) from Table 5 . BSA can perform the best than other competitors on the all test functions. The performance of PSO, DE, CA is inferior to that of the BSA and RSCBSA. From Table 6 , it is observed that RSCBSA can rank the second place according to the Friedman rank. F18 best 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 mean 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0002 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 worst 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0039 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 3.0000 × 10 0 std 0.0000 × 10 0 5.0468 × 10 −7 0.0000 × 10 0 0.0000 × 10 0 0.0000 × To further detect the significant differences between the proposed RSCBSA and the five competitors, the Wilcoxon's rank-sum test is executed. The statistical results are reported in Table 7 . It is seen that RSCBSA outperforms 9, 14, 9, 12 and 17 benchmark functions than BSA, PSO, ABC, DE and CA, respectively. In summary, the proposed RSCBSA can exhibit very competitive performance than those of the other well-known algorithms, which is able to generate the high-quality solutions and accelerate the convergence speed.
Convergence Analysis
To analyze the convergence of the proposed RSCBSA, convergence curves of RSCBSA, PSO, DE, ABC, CA and BSA are shown in Figure 1 as iteration increases. In the Figure 1 , X axial represents for the total number of iteration and Y axial stands for the logarithm of the function optimal value. It is observed that RSCBSA tends to extensively explore promising areas of design space and exploit the best one. The convergence curve changes abruptly in the early stages of the optimization process and then gradually converge. According to Berg et al. [46] , such a behavior can guarantee that a population-based algorithm eventually convergences to a point in a search space. On the unimodal benchmark function, RSCBSA have an obvious advantage than other competitors. However, although RSCBSA does not perform better than other algorithms on the multimodal benchmark function, RSCBSA and other algorithms can converge the global optimal on the almost multimodal benchmark functions. It can be seen that RSCBSA is enough competitive with other state-of-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms. 
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
To investigate the effect of parameter a in the mutation strategy for the proposed algorithm, an experiment is designed. In the experiment, parameter a is set from 1 up to 6 and experiment results are plotted in Figure 2 , where X axial represents for the total number of iteration and Y axial stands for the logarithm of the function optimal value. As shown in Figure 2 , the performance of the proposed RSCBSA leads to the optimal on the almost test functions when parameter a is set to 2.0. 
Runtime Analysis
To present execution times, RSCBSA, PSO and DE are selected to run 20 times individually and record their runtimes. The average time is computed and showed in the Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , it is seen that RSCBSA obtains the best execution speed on the five benchmark problems, while DE and PSO rank the second and third place, respectively. 
Remarks
Based on the above results, some insights can be summarized: (1) RSCBSA can obtain the best performance on the almost unimodal benchmark functions, since in the reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine, the best individual found so far is employed to improve the exploration ability of the algorithm. In addition, sine cosine math models are introduced to enhance diversity. However, RSCBSA perform badly on the multimodal test function. The reason may be that the crossover operator is weak for enhancing diversity of population. (2) CA is the worst among the six algorithms, but CA can perform the best on the fixed-dimension multimodal benchmark functions from Figure 1 , due to strong performance of jump-out local optimal. (3) DE has obvious advantages on the multimodal test functions.
Conclusions
This study presented a new backtracking search algorithm, in which a novel reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine is proposed to balance exploration and exploitation ability of BSA. The proposed algorithm (called RSCBSA) replaces mutation strategy with the proposed reflection mutation strategy based on sine cosine. In the strategy, the best individual found so far is employed to improve convergence speed, while sine cosine and the center of a unit simplex constructed by three individuals selected from population or historical population are used to enhance exploitation ability. Reflection mutation is similar to that in the Nelder-Mead method. To enhance a new trail individual produced by mutation strategy, crossover operator of BSA is replaced with that of DE. In addition, selection-II stage is saved to avoid the loss of the best individual. To verify the performance of RSCBSA, a comprehensive experiment is designed. Experimental results show that the proposed RSCBSA can obtain the best performance on the almost benchmark functions.
In the future, some work should be done to further improve performance of the algorithm. A parameter adaptation strategy can be designed to enhance search ability of RSCBSA. RSCBSA can be tested on some more difficult functions [47, 48] , to improve the effectiveness of their algorithm. RSCBSA can be extended to discrete/combinatorial spaces using some algebraic-based strategies [49] [50] [51] . In addition, several other well-studied evolutionary algorithms (EAs), i.e., CMA-ES [52] and WOA [12] can be combined so that the resultant algorithms can effectively complement one another. 
